Abstract: The application of the Sliding Mode Thermal Control to dryer station furnace facility in agriculture productions is proposed. An adaptive controller is designed based on results obtained in the sphere of discontinuous system design. The derived Sliding Mode (SM) control algorithm written in Lab View environment should improve the control performance of the important characteristic of systems such as the thermal field of the oven. The proposed controller consists of the following blocks: sliding mode indicator to determine the occurrence of SM; observer block, to identify the state vector of the system, and the input delay compensation bloc. Copyright ® 2005 IFAC
INTRODUCTION
Control of dryer requires reasonably good knowledge of relevant moisture content during the process. Theoretical and experimental investigations on agriculture production have shown that material will be covered by mildew, if moisture content remains high. On the other hand over drying requires much more energy and even can damages the materials, especially in case of seed drying. There is several ways to measure the moisture content, but the accuracy of the measurement is not satisfactory. The weather condition and dust has great effect to the accuracy, as well. Another way to determine the moisture distribution as calculating the moisture content based on drying air parameters using physically based or black box models. Physically based models give a rather good result in most of the cases but it takes normally a great effort to identify the model parameters and also to solve the model itself. Derivation of the classical black-box models seems to be not a complicated approach, however the application of such models are fairly limited for process control purposes. The swift development of electronics, computer and software engineering (SE) in recent years had les to broad applications of the sliding mode control system in agriculture. Thus many complex algorithms can be now applied for real-time control, with PCs with AD/DA cards and modern software such as Lab View programming. Within the framework of the present work the Sliding Mode Thermal controller based on Lab View software under Windows environment is proposed (Mkrttchian and Khachaturova, 2003, 2004) . 
Process description
The block-scheme of an experimental setup is shown in Fig.1 . The output signals from the amplifiers of photodiodes were imported to an analog input of the DAQ board, PC-1200AI. And the output (temperature) signals from oven and cell were also imported to analog inputs of the DAQ board.
Model of the thermal control system (TCS)
This section will formulate the TCS control problem that the sliding mode controllers are designed to solve. The TCS objective is to control the thermal regime of the oven. The mathematical model of TCS is very useful in determining the sliding surfaces and control functions. The mathematical model is represented by the nonlinear SISO system with partially known parameters. Model equations simulate the dynamics within TCS, which include the response of the oven with a cell inside. The transfer function of the system is:
where 
Applying Laplace transform, yields
Dividing both parts of the equality (3) on
The description of the system in normal form is shown as
A set of differential equations can be presented in matrix form: Control within sliding mode enables us to decrease the sensitivity to variations of chip characteristics making them independent upon of the environment. The mentioned problems can be overcome by using asymptotic observers of state and anticipatory devices eliminating delays. Discontinuity of control results in a discontinuity of the right-hand parts of the differential equations describing the system dynamic properties. Deliberate introduction of object into the sliding-mode operation will necessitate a continuous monitoring of the sliding-mode occurrence and stability (Utkin, 1982) .
Our purpose is to achieve a model suitable for use with all types of solution simulation. Therefore it should be presented as a simple equivalent circuit. The circuit elements are derived from physical concepts, which are more often than not lost whenever a complex model for a solution is extracted from an optimization model. For the Finite Difference Time Domain computation of the object ports are defined on the coaxial lines as it is used in most simulators by observing wave ratios. The ports for solution's equivalent circuit are concentrated or internal ports defined by voltage and current. The resulting S-parameters of the ports are used to extract equivalent circuit elements leading to well defined values with physical senses. The essential components of the solution model are the slidingmode indicator, observer and the anticipatory device.
The Sliding Mode Indicator.
As already noted, the approach used is oriented toward a deliberate introduction of sliding modes over the intersection of surfaces on which the control vector components undergo discontinuity. Realization of such an approach implies the knowledge of the conditions of the occurrence of sliding mode. Designed for this purpose was the indicator of sliding modes. From the point of view of mathematics, the problem may be reduced to that of finding the area of attraction to the manifold of the discontinuity surfaces intersection (Dubrovsky and Kortnev, 1968) .
On the indicator input two signals x and g from the equivalent circuit are supplied. The indicator compares those two signals recording the moment of changing the signs of function x and g, see (8).
where C 1 and C 2 are constants of object control; g is function of switching; x is parameter of system; t is time.
According to (Dubrovsky and Kortnev, 1968; Mcrttchian, 1999a ) the existing indicator diagram is shown in Fig. 2 . In forming devices 1 and 2 (FD1 and FD2) it indicates the moment of changing of the signs of functions x(t) and g(t). Then in logical cells "AND", INVERTOR-"Inv", and "OR" the operation of sign coincidence is taking place. When the signs of functions x (t) and g(t) are identical, the indicator logic is "1" (Sliding mode is present), when the signs of function x(t) and g(t) are not identical, the indicator is "0" (Sliding mode is not present). The device includes the input restructures (IR1 and IR2), amplifiers (A1 and A2), and potential triggers (TR1 and TR2).
Construction of SM existence region
As it known, the motion of the system operating in the sliding surface is invariant to disturbances, parameter uncertainties, coupling between channels, and nonlinearities seen in the system. The constant coefficients C i of the sliding surface boundary described by equation (8) are chosen to provide the output tracking motion in sliding mode. This is accomplished through construction of SM existence region and choosing the coefficients C i from the region.
In this section the graphic method of construction of SM existence region is given, according to (Dubrovsky and Kortnev, 1968) . The example of construction of the boundary of sliding mode existence region for the control system is shown in Fig. 3 . Construction is carried out as follows. 
The signal of blockade
To the logic switching block
OR2
To the control system 1 2 constructed in system of coordinates . x xO . The shaded regions on Fig. (3) represent the sliding mode existence area, and B 1 , B 2 are the boundaries of these regions. Fig. 3 . Construction of the boundary of sliding mode existence region.
The SM observer and anticipatory device
The problem of identifying the state vector is solved based on data provided by the observer. The state vector of the equivalent circuit is not given. The given data include only certain dimensions of the vector. The problem of identifying the state vector is solved based on data providing by the observer (11).
In (11) A, B, L, K are the known matrixes; y is out parameter of system; z is the vector composed in the form of linear combination of the state vector components of the system and in fact, is its estimation. In (11) the state vector of the system can be directly measured, and the last member of (11) characterizes the gap between the intended and actual parameters of the state vector of the equivalent circuit. The value of the gap will be the solution of the homogeneous differential equation with any desired distribution of roots of the characteristic equation. We can receive components of matrix L for each case by solving (11) and transforming the differential integrating links. For construction of the block-diagram of the observer the differential equation of object will be transformed to the convenient form. Let us rewrite the equation (5) 
where
The block-diagram is of the observer built according to the expressions obtained for the observer diagram.
The technique of anticipatory compensation is based upon the preliminary supply of input signal with regard to the duration of delay. Considering the delay, the problem of controlling a multi-level equivalent circuit can be presented as follows, see (13):
where τ is delay. The solution of the equation (13) is:
The integral in equation (14) is replaced by the sum and γ is replaced by z+t yielding the expression (15) The designed SM controller algorithm for temperature control of the oven with a cell inside is shown in Fig.4 .
The algorithm includes the following blocks: the block for acquiring data from the thermal point block; the programmer block (set points); the block responsible for knowledge of conditions of occurrence of the SM, the so-called indicator; the observer block, which identifies the state vector of the system; block of anticipatory compensation (Mkrttchian, 1999b) . The observer forms function ) (t y (estimation of the state vector of the system) and its derivatives ) ( ), ( t y t y D , which pass on the block of anticipatory compensation. In that block the functions ) ( ), ( t y t y D are compensated for value of time delay τ and compared with the task of process control and its derivatives. After comparing the error ε(t+τ) and its derivatives are passed on the switching function g sw forming block. The indicator block compares two compensated signals X(t+τ) and g sw (t+τ) recording the moment of changing the signs of functions X and g sw . If signs of functions are coincided (Sliding Mode does not occur in the equivalent circuit) then TRUE signal is formed and passed on the digital output of the PC-1200 hardware and then through the opamplifier to the logic switching block (thyristor). If signs of functions are different, (Sliding Mode occur in the equivalent circuit), then FALSE signal is formed and passed on the digital output of the PC-1200 hardware. Vector ŷ characterizes the mismatch between the measured state vector of the system y(t) and its estimation, ) (t y . The proper choice of components of matrix L allows the estimation error to be reduced.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The TCS includes: one-zone oven with heater and thermocouple; an amplifier that has sufficient gain (k=100) so as to provide the range of voltage needed; the PC hardware; voltage-controlled power supply for the oven heater. Software support provided by the designed controller program written in the Lab View programming language environment. The DAQ board measures output from the operational amplifier. The voltage from the PC hardware is the control signal that will turn ON or OFF the heating element to keep temperature set programmatically and maintain the Sliding Mode. The model arrangement including the oven used in real experiment was allowed to achieve stability of ~0.5 0 C.
The results of applying the designed controller to the thermal control system are shown in Fig.5 , and present the graph of the optimally controlled state (temperature). Fig.5 The result of applying the designed controller to the thermal control system 5. CONCLUSIONS -This paper formulates the thermal control systems problem in control to dryer station furnace facility in agriculture productions and solves the problem using the methods of sliding mode control.
-The Sliding Mode Controller is designed based on results obtained in the sphere of discontinuous system design.
-The controller consists of the following blocks: the sliding mode indicator determining the occurrence of SM; the observer block, identifying the state vector of the system, and the anticipatory compensation block.
-The experimental results of applying the designed controller have illustrated the improvement of the achieved performance applied to dyer station furnace facility system equipped with a thermal system composed of a heating source. SICPRO'04, Moscow, 934-954. Dubrovsky, E.N. and A.V. Kortnev (1968 
